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1 October 2020
Dear Clarice
ACVV KHAYALETHU DONATION FROM ALGOA BRICK - MONIES TO THE TOTAL VALUE OF R40 000 FOR PAVING
Thank you so very much for monies donated to us for paving around Khayalethu. We appreciate your loyalty to us
through the years. The paving makes a huge difference around our property and helps to keep the property neat
and functional. The paving is a blessing in rainy weather as our vehicles constantly drive up and down on our paved
road transporting boys to school and back. Paved areas has helped to provide parking for staff and visitors. Thank
you for helping us make a difference on our property. Can’t wait for the paving work to start!
We are so proud and privileged to be part of the food packets community project at Storehouse Church in Lorraine.
These food packs get sent all over the Metro and is a blessing to many in need, who don’t have food. We may
never know how many of our boys that pack these meals have been in a situation where they don’t know if they
will have food to eat for the day and face bare kitchen cupboards.
Once a week for two hours a group of eight boys and two adults take our boys to Storehouse Church to put together
food packets, these food packets consist of rice, soya and soup mix, these bags are filled and a slip of paper with
cooking instructions is placed in the plastic bag and sealed. A meal packet feeds up to six people. The food packet
is a wholesome and nutritious meal that has been scientifically worked out. Careful care is taken that the correct
amount of rice, soya and soup mix is added, it takes a lot of concentration from the boys to put the correct amount
of mix in the bag and not to get distracted by the bantering and joking around the packing table.
Packing food packets is a safe and valued way for us to sow back into the community, it’s a wonderful opportunity
to teach our boy’s to help others and to do something for other people. There is a sense of achievement when the
boy’s see their handy work.
Life seems to be getting back to a “new normal” at Khayalethu, we are so grateful that our boys have been healthy
and have not been severely sick, besides sniffles and coughs we have sailed through this winter and its Covid-19
challenges.
We wish you blessings and good health from all of us at Khayalethu.
Kind Regards

Dr Marietjie van der Merwe
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